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1 Introduction

The OM29263ADK antenna kit is a PCB, which provides 2 different tuned NFC antennas as well as 8 additional matching boards.

The PCB is prepared to easily break off each of the single boards. Before using any of the antennas or matching boards, all the PCBs must be separated from each other.

2 Hardware description

All 10 boards provide the same connector, which allows to easily connect any of the boards to the CLEV6630A, the CLEV6630B, the PNEV5180B or the PNEV7462C.

The Fig 1 shows the outline and the top layer of the OM29263ADK.

![Figure 1. OM29263ADK outline and top layer](image)

Each of the 10 boards provide a 7 pin row connector, which fits directly to any of the listed NFC Reader Evaluation boards (see [1], [2], [3] or [4]). The original antenna of the corresponding evaluation board must be cut off, before the large antenna, the small antenna or any of the matching boards can be connected.

Note: Be aware that the 7pin antenna connector does not use the 5V supply pin (TVDD) of the evaluation board. So, this pin is left open (same like on the original antenna).
1. The antenna of the CLEV6630B is cut off and replaced by an OM29263 ADK board.

Figure 2. Example of the CLEV663B with OM29263 ADK board

2.1 Large antenna

The large antenna can be directly connected and used on the CLEV6630A and CLEV6630B. The Fig 3 shows the tuning circuit, and Fig 4 shows the antenna impedance, measured with the CLEV6630B (L0 = 470nH and C0 = 68pF).

Figure 3. Large antenna circuit diagram
2.1.1 Use with CLEV6630A and CLEV6630B

The standard CLEV6630A and CLEV6630B are prepared with an EMC filter inductance of $L_0 = 470\text{nH}$ and a EMC filter capacitance of $C_0 = 124\text{pF} (= 68\text{pF} + 56\text{pF})$. $L_0$ as well as the 68pF are assembled on the main board, while the missing 56pF are assembled on the antenna board. So, the antenna board can be directly connected to the CLEV6630A or CLEV6630B without any additional modification, after the original antenna had been removed (cut off).

2.1.2 Use with PNEV5180B and PNEV7462C

In case of PN5180 and PN7462 family, (a) the EMC filter cut off frequency must be adjusted, and (b) the DPC and related features should be disabled, since the antenna is asymmetrically tuned and the DPC is not used.

(a) The original antenna uses a symmetrical tuning, which uses an EMC filter with $L_0 = 470\text{nH}$ and $C_0 = 253\text{pF} (= 68\text{pF} + 185\text{pF})$. The inductor as well as the first part of the capacitance (220pF) are assembled on the main board. To operate the OM29263ADK antenna, the $C_0$ (220pF) on the PNEV5180B or the PNEV7462C must be replaced by a 68pF.

(b) The DPC and its related features should be disabled to operate an asymmetrical antenna.
2.2 Small antenna

The small antenna can be directly connected and used on the CLEV6630A and CLEV6630B. The Fig 5 shows the tuning circuit and Fig 6 shows the antenna impedance, measured with the CLEV6630B (L0 = 470nH and C0 = 68pF).

1. nc = not assembled

Figure 5. Small antenna circuit diagram
2.2.1 Use with CLEV6630A and CLEV6630B

The standard CLEV6630A and CLEV6630B are prepared with an EMC filter inductance of $L_0 = 470\,\text{nH}$ and a EMC filter capacitance of $C_0 = 124\,\text{pF} (= 68\,\text{pF} + 56\,\text{pF})$. $L_0$ as well as the 68pF are assembled on the main board, while the missing 56pF are assembled on the antenna board. So, the antenna board can be directly connected to the CLEV6630A or CLEV6630B without any additional modification, after the original antenna had been removed (cut off).

2.2.2 Use with PNEV5180B and PNEV7462C

In case of PN5180 and PN7462 family, (a) the EMC filter cut off frequency must be adjusted, and (b) the DPC and related features should be disabled, since the antenna is asymmetrically tuned and the DPC is not used.

(a) The original antenna uses a symmetrical tuning, which uses an EMC filter with $L_0 = 470\,\text{nH}$ and $C_0 = 253\,\text{pF} ( = 68\,\text{pF} + 33\,\text{pF})$. The inductor as well as the first part of the capacitance (220pF) are assembled on the main board. To operate the OM29263ADK antenna, the C0 (220pF) on the PNEV5180B or the PNEV7462C must be replaced by a 68pF.

(b) The DPC and its related features should be disabled to operate an asymmetrical antenna.
2.3 Matching board

The OM29263ADK matching board can be used to connect and tune any own antenna coil to any of the NFC reader evaluation boards.

3 Software description

The antenna kit does neither need nor contain any software. The antennas are supposed to be used together with the given SW of the related evaluation boards (e.g. refer to [5]).

4 References
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